Chakras
Definition: concentrated energy centers of the body
Examples: Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart, Throat, Third Eye, Crown
Source: https://iarp.org/chakra-basics/

Crystals
Definition: different types of crystals, each filled with their own healing abilities for the mind, body, and soul.
Examples: Rose Quarts for Love, Amethyst for Protection
Source: https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/guide-to-healing-crystals

CSS/HTML
HTML [the Hypertext Markup Language] and CSS [Cascading Style Sheets] are two of the core technologies for building Web pages. HTML provides the structure of the page, CSS the [visual and aural] layout, for a variety of devices.
Source: HTML & CSS - W3Cwww.w3.org › standards › webdesign › htmlcss
Elements [Earth, Fire, Wind, Water]

The four elements of western culture are: EARTH, AIR, FIRE, and WATER. These four elements were believed to be essential to life.

Source: [http://umich.edu/~umfandsf/symbolismproject/symbolism.html/F/fourelem.html](http://umich.edu/~umfandsf/symbolismproject/symbolism.html/F/fourelem.html)

Hyperfantastical

Hyperfantasy refers to a form of setting beyond ‘high fantasy’ entering the realm that fuses genres like comic books, manga, scifi, fantasy, horror, steampunk, and video games into one.

Livestream

Multimedia that is constantly received by and presented to an end-user while being delivered by a provider.


Magic Circles

A circle of space marked out by practitioners of some branches of ritual magic, which they generally believe will contain energy and form a sacred space, or will provide them a form of magical protection, or both.

Source: [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_circle](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_circle)

Reflection Pool

A reflecting pool or reflection pool is a water feature found in gardens, parks, and at memorial sites. It usually consists of a shallow pool of water, undisturbed by fountain jets, for a reflective surface.